ABSTRACT In most developing countries, it has become a severe challenge for the limited medical resources and outdated healthcare technology to meet the high demand of large population. From the perspective of social development, this unbalanced healthcare system in developing counties has also exacerbated the contradiction between physicians and patients, particularly those suffering from malignant diseases (such as prostate cancer). Rapid improvements in artificial intelligence, computing power, parallel operation, and data storage management have contributed significantly to a credible medical data decision-making on the detection, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of malignant diseases. Consequently, to address these existing problems in the current healthcare field of developing countries, this paper proposes a novel big medical data decision-making model exploiting fuzzy inference logic for prostate cancer in developing countries, constructing an intelligent medical system for disease detection, medical data analysis and fusion, treatment recommendations, and risk management. Based on 1 933 535 items of hospitalization information from over 8000 prostate cancer cases in China, the experimental results demonstrate that the intelligent medical system could be adopted to assist physicians and medical specialists in coming up with a more dependable diagnosis scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer (PCa) has become the second commonest malignant tumor and the fifth leading cause of high morbidity and mortality in males, and it poses a rising public threat to human beings all over the world [1] . To be specific, in 2012, more than 1.1 million males worldwide were diagnosed with prostate cancer [2] . Additionally, the average morbidity rate of prostate cancer is approximately 11% over a male's lifetime, while the mortality rate from the disease is about 4% [2] . In 2018, people suffering from prostate cancer in Asia account for the half of 18.1 million new cancer cases all over the world [3] . Meanwhile, the risk of prostate cancer has constantly risen to 13.5% which stands at the second highest among all cancers in male [4] .
Some developing countries in Asia and Africa, such as China, India, and South Africa, may face the same challenge in social healthcare field that is a deep contradiction between huge population and scarce medical resource (undeveloped medical technology and insufficient public healthcare services) [5] . In particular, the repeatability and complexity of medical diagnosis program, a massive influx of multimodal medical data, and behindhand medical equipment will lead to a high misdiagnosis rate and relatively low diagnosis efficiency of medical staff eventually.
• Due to the existence of a large number of diseased population in most developing countries, some complicated and repetitive work, such as analysis of similar medical reports, images, and biochemical indices, may cause a high misdiagnosis rate and relatively low working efficiency of medical staff.
• In many developing countries, such as China, a high misdiagnosis rate from healthcare personnel has resulted in a serious social contradiction between physicians and patients, particularly those with malignant diseases. Many relatives of patients start doubting excessive consumption coming from physicians' treatment decisions.
• In the current healthcare field of developing countries, there is a crisis of confidence between physicians and patients due to physicians' fruitless efforts to convince the sick people and patients' little knowledge of complicated physiological indices.
To solve these problems, intelligent medical system (expert system) [13] - [15] is gradually employed to improve the healthcare situation in developing countries. With the assistance of intelligent medical system [14] , [16] , physicians or medical experts are able to combine the auxiliary therapy proposals from machine-assisted model with their own diagnosis experience to make a more reliable treatment decision [17] . In fact, it is a tedious and repetitive task for physicians to assess and determine the clinical stage of prostate cancer by the statistics related to tumor markers in pathological reports. Therefore, these assignments can be accomplished in a machine-assisted system.
Moreover, in the light of machine-assisted system, IoT (internet to things) [18] - [22] can be applied in the healthcare field of developing countries. Hospitals, patients, and physicians would establish an timely and effective medical communication, in which physicians are able to duly submit meaningful diagnosis information and patients can acquire real-time medical reports [23] . As a consequence, intelligent medical system could effectively improve the discordant social relationship between physicians and patients [24] , [25] .
In this work, we propose a big medical data decisionmaking intelligent system exploiting fuzzy inference logic [26] , [27] for prostate cancer in developing countries. Through manual and automatic weight adjustment, fuzzy inference system employs the fusion of medical information associated with various disease indicators (tumor markers) to analyze and determine the clinical stage of prostate cancer, recommending the appropriate treatment strategies to physicians or medical experts. The combination of machineassisted diagnosis and artificial judgment could contribute significantly to the final treatment decision of medical staff. To observe the curative powers of the deterministic treatment method on patients in real time, risk management model can be applied to monitor the changes in patients' physiological indicators. Meanwhile, physicians are able to make timely treatment adjustments for prostate cancer, which effectively ensures that the disease remains under control. In conclusion, the contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
(1) A novel prostate cancer detection model based on Mamdani fuzzy inference system is constructed to judge whether a patient suffers from prostate cancer and to determine the clinical stage of the disease.
(2) Combining statistical analysis and medical data decision-making, machine-assisted system is able to provide physicians with the fast and accurate curative options automatically.
(3) According to the physiological index comparison between different diagnostic intervals, the progression of prostate cancer can be monitored in real time, and physicians are able to assess the curative effect of the deterministic therapeutic scheme on patients.
(4) To ensure the feasibility and accuracy of big medical data decision-making, the experiment in this study is based on 1,933,535 items of medical Hospitalization information from three hospitals in China. Experimental results demonstrate that intelligent medical system could effectively enhance physicians' working efficiency and reduce their misdiagnosis rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the state of the art related to our works; Moreover, big medical data decision-making model will be proposed and constructed in Section III; In Section IV, the detailed description of experimental performance is provided; Finally, the conclusion of this paper is shown in the last section.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, many intelligent medical systems are gradually applied in the auxiliary detection, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of a disease, which shows that big medical data decision-making model has also become a hot research issue in healthcare application and intelligent system fields.
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Next, we will give a detailed introduction to the research status related to our works.
The use of fuzzy inference logic for disease detection and diagnosis has become increasing popular. However, most existing disease detection methods based on fuzzy inference logic present a lack of sufficient medical data information and do not assign reasonable weights to evaluation indexes [24] , [31] , [32] Specifically, Caifeng and Deng [24] proposed an innovative intelligent diagnosis system using a fuzzy concept lattice. In the system, the process of retrieving medical information and diagnosing disease is performed using fuzzy concept lattices based on rules of clinical diagnosis. By extracting symptoms and the extents of diseases, and computing the largest similarity of the fuzzy sets of patients' symptoms, a fuzzy formal context can be adopted to determine the matching disease patients are most likely to suffer from.
Tsipouras et al. [31] presented a novel framework for Cardiovascular diseases on the basis of the beat classification and fuzzy inference logic. In the fuzzy expert system, defined by medical experts, the initial set of rules for Cardiovascular diseases is automatically transformed into a fuzzy inference model. Then, using the methodology of data mining, the effective information can be used to determine the basic setting of fuzzy model. Additionally, an efficient optimization strategy in the system is formed based on the first derivate information and the gradient descent method. Obajemu et al. [32] recommended a novel fuzzy modeling framework for risk grouping of the patients with bladder cancer by collecting and assessing the censored survival database. Based on the type-2 fuzzy inference modeling method and tow databases of bladder cancer patients (real life and manually produced datasbases), the risk score and prognostic indicators of the disease can be precisely predicted, and then the system automatically provides doctors with therapeutic recommendations and effective risk management of the disease at different stages.
Moreover, medical assist system based on machine learning model [17] , [33] , [34] is also widely adopted to strengthen the control and management of high-risk diseases. Compared with these existing schemes based on machine learning, this work creatively adopts iterative computation of Mamdani minimizing operation to implement the risk management of prostate cancer. Litjens et al. [17] presented a fully automated machine-assisted detection methodology for Prostate cancer in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This is the first Prostate cancer MRI system that is dedicated to compare the expected performance of radiologists with magnetic resonance images of each patient, and then the intelligent system employs the ROC (response receiver operating characteristic curve) and FROC (free-response receiver operating characteristic curve) of per-patient to verify the status of 347 Prostate cancer patients, so as to show the real significance of the two-phase scheme including both voxel and candidate classification.
Su et al. [33] recommended a medical diagnosis system based on a jacobian-matrix machine learning model (JMLM).
In the system, the approximation features of the expansion form of linear Taylor equation is the basis of obtaining learning ability by JMLM model. Furthermore, the machine learning structure in JMLM can be gradually established when it satisfies the performance criterion of making the accurate disease detection and diagnosis. Zhennao et al. [34] proposed a novel prediction framework model for parkinson's disease (PD) base on an optimal support vector machine (SVM). To determine the optimal parameter indicators for the diagnosis process of parkinsonrs disease, a new-style swarm intelligence method can be used to maximize the generalization ability of SVM classifier in the system, whereupon the proposed framework model could be regarded as a feasible support instrument for PD decisions through sustaining optimization of disease parameters.
Additionally, for high-risk disease like prostate cancer and lung disease, in order to guarantee the accuracy and effectiveness of the diagnostic strategy provided by machine-assisted system, a large of volume of multi-format medical data from examination reports, disease imaging, doctors' records and wearable devices, have become the most valuable evidence for social healthcare [23] , [35] - [38] . Sahoo et al. [35] presented a predication approach for future health development based on medical big data. A novel patient data collection mechanism is established and the corresponding correlation evaluation is processed using an analytic application of cloudenable diagnostic big data, and then the future health condition of patients can be used to construct the stochastic prediction model in the cloud environment. Han et al. [36] proposed a public database of lung imaging signs for disease detection, diagnostic methods, and medical treatments (LISS). Corresponding to 9 types of CT scanning images of common lung disease, the publicly available database consists of 271 CT scanning images, where 677 abnormal areas are assessed, tested and recorded. According to the theory of radiation medicine, the 2-D and 3-D scanning patterns may be applied in different categories of CT imaging sign collection of abnormal areas. On the basis of the big data cloud built by LISS, the detection, treatment and prediction of lung disease are able to obtain an impeccable document and a reasonable reference system. Furthermore, the application of medical big data also involves the appropriate classification of medical performance and the security protection of private medical information. Wang et al. [37] recommended an assignment strategy of diagnosis code exploiting sparsity-based disease correlation embedding. According to an open source large-scale database from patients in intensive care unit, the medical information is extracted to establish a bag-of-words model in the system, and then the proposed sparsity regulation algorithm could be adopted to acquire and construct disease correlations. Ultimately, the classification process of multilabel property is improved significantly by obtaining the disease correlations and globally optimizing the framework.
Hamid et al. [38] presented a security model for the private information of medical big data based on a fog computing 2350 VOLUME 7, 2019 mechanism in healthcare data environment. This mechanism generates two different photo galleries via the multimedia data of users within the healthcare cloud. Any access by the user is automatically verified through paring cryptography, and when some unauthorized behaviors are discovered, the user cannot continue to execute the operations related to private diagnosis information, which makes the original multimedia data more secure and invisible in the medical big data environment. Therefore, to ensure the feasibility and accuracy of medical data decision-making and analysis, the experiment in our works is performed in a big medical data environment. When the size of data samples is large enough, big medical data decision-making model shows a relatively high degree of accuracy in the detection of prostate cancer.
III. SYSTEM MODEL DESIGN
Intelligent medical system, a novel applied technique with its foundation in machine learning, is emerging in recent years as an auxiliary diagnosis application for medical information fusion, promising to ameliorate the current healthcare situation of developing countries. With the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, machine-assisted system is gradually employed to organize, mine, extract, and fuse high and diverse amount of medical information in many developing countries [14] , [16] . This effectively assists physicians or medical experts in understanding the state of an illness and making a more accurate and reasonable treatment decision. Therefore, we establish a novel decision-making model exploiting fuzzy inference logic in big medical data environment for prostate cancer in developing countries.
A. THE OVERALL FRAMEWORK OF MEDICAL DECISION-MAKING MODEL FOR PROSTATE CANCER IN BIG DATA ENVIRONMENT
In big medical data environment, the overall flow chart of medical data analysis and decision-making can be established through five phases: tumor marker selection, data preprocessing, machine learning model (MLMs) reconstitution, data training, and data decision-making. Because of the independence and concurrency of the operational process in intelligent hospital system, multiple patients could be simultaneously detected and diagnosed by the system. Moreover, the detailed description of each phase (shown as Fig. 1 ) in the system is demonstrated as follows:
The detection and diagnosis of prostate cancer is commonly first suspected when a screening test such as a digital rectal examination (DRE) or PSA testing are abnormal. Moreover, further diagnosis tests, such as a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) fusion biopsy, PCA3 RNA test, computed tomography (CT) scan, random 12-core biopsy, and bone scan can be used to accurately assess the aggressiveness of the tumor and stage the disease [5] . Among the data obtained from these detection tests, tumor marker must be the most valuable signal for the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of the disease. Therefore, as shown in Fig.1 , in the first phase of machine-assisted system, six different disease indicators (tumor markers) could be adopted to evaluate the clinical stage of prostate cancer: Prostatic Acid Phosphatase (PAP), Prostate Membrane Antigen (PSMA), Total Prostate-Specific Antigen (TPSA), Free Prostate-Specific Antigen (FPSA), Hemoglobin (Hb), and Red Blood Cell (RBC) [8] . Since each disease indicator plays a different role in the diagnosis of prostate cancer, the data associate with disease indicators are reasonably divided into two categories: Key Parameters (KP) and General Parameters (GP). A huge fluctuation in KP means the underlying major changes in patients' condition, while GP can only be regarded as an auxiliary reference for medical data analysis and decision-making of the disease.
Furthermore, in the second phase, the digital data, obtained from prostate cancer patients, will be properly preprocessed from irregular, unreasonable and invalid to standard and legal formats, which can be recognized by MLMs. After that, KP and GP are respectively loaded into different data models M (t) and C(t), which are two mathematical sets used to store digitized medical information.
Reasonable weight evaluation and allocation for disease indicators are implemented in the third phase. The weights w TPSA , w FPSA , w RBC , w Hb , w PAP , and w PSMA shown as Fig.1 can be determined after automatical and artificial parameter tuning. After that, the primary and secondary disease correlations PC(t) and SC(t) are used as the fuzzy input of machine-assisted system, which demonstrates how much disease indicators affect the clinical staging of prostate cancer.
Moreover, medical data fusion for prostate cancer is processed in the fourth phase. The staging of prostate cancer provides significant signals about the extent of the disease in the body and the selection of curative options. According to the guidelines of Tumor Node Metastasis (TNM), there are four main stages (I, II, III, IV) in prostate cancer: preliminary, early, middle, and terminal [2] . The staging of prostate cancer given by intelligent medical system is only based on the statistic data associated with disease indicators. By defining membership functions and fuzzy sets, six different membership degrees are obtained from the primary and secondary disease correlations PC(t) and SC(t), and each of these degrees corresponds a membership subset (Low, Medium, or High). As shown in Fig.1 , nine different fuzzy combinations could be generated from six different membership degrees in the system. According to 'If-Then' rules, each fuzzy combination between membership degrees D(PC(t)) and D(SC(t)) is applied to comprehensively evaluate the clinical stage of prostate cancer.
Eventually, as shown in Fig. 1 , medical data decisionmaking and risk management for prostate cancer are performed in the fifth phase of the system. According to the iterative calculation of Mamdani minimizing operation [26] , machine-assisted system makes adjustments to PEV PCa and treatment recommendations at different diagnosis intervals. By comprehensively evaluating and analyzing FIGURE 1. The overall structure of big medical data decision-making model in intelligent medical system. medical reports, scanning images, clinical symptoms of patients, the auxiliary diagnosis result from machine-assisted system, etc, physicians and medical experts will determine the stage of prostate cancer and work on an more accurate therapeutic strategy.
B. THE MEDICAL DECISION-MAKING MODEL OF MACHINE-ASSISTED SYSTEM FOR PROSTATE CANCER IN BIG DATA ENVIRONMENT
There is no doubt that the treatment strategy developed by physicians is of great significance for the rehabilitation of prostate cancer patients. However, due to the serious contradiction between large population and limited medical resources, a diagnosis scheme, which is devised for prostate cancer patients, sometimes is not therapeutic enough in most developing countries [5] , [6] . Consequently, it is indispensable for physicians to improve their diagnosis efficiency and accuracy with the assistance of artificial intelligence system.
In medical decision-making model, to come up with an effective diagnosis scheme and grasp the optimal treatment period, we define t and F PCa (t) as the current diagnosis interval and auxiliary diagnosis function for prostate cancer, respectively. To quantify the whole process of auxiliary diagnosis in machine-assisted system, we formalize F PCa (t) as
where C(t) and M (t) represent the corresponding model input of GP and KP, respectively. Moreover, FIL denotes the process of Mamdani fuzzy inference for PC(t) and SC(t).
According to different performances of disease correlations on medical data decision-making of prostate cancer, weight allocation and machine learning model binning in intelligent medical system mainly contains two portions: C(t) and M (t) (shown as Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the corresponding data models C(t) and M (t) are defined as
With the change of two parameter models C(t) and M (t), a fluctuation in the auxiliary diagnostic function F PCa (ε) may imply different clinical stages of prostate cancer. To prevent the deterioration of prostate cancer over the whole diagnosis cycle, the related mathematical inference process in machineassisted system is shown as
where T represents the entire diagnosis cycle for prostate cancer and ε indicates the most severe period of the disease. In addition, intelligent medical system can automatically provide different treatment recommendations for physicians based on the clinical stage of prostate cancer it determines. Meanwhile, risk management mechanism will be adopted by physicians to measure the curative effect of the treatment method on prostate cancer.
For the sake of rational parameter allocation and indicator scheduling, the primary and secondary disease correlations PC(t) and SC(t), defined by six disease indicators (tumor markers), can be respectively formalized as
where W GP and W KP represent the weight adjusters for general and key parameters, respectively. Moreover, when prostate cancer is at different stages, patients may represent different clinical manifestations, thus the system voluntarily triggers the weight adjusters W GP and W KP to rationalize disease correlations on the basis of the application of information entropy method. As a consequence, the primary and secondary disease correlations PC(t) and SC(t) can be expanded as Eq. (5), as shown at the bottom of this page, where
the average value of each disease indicator in the past ∂ years and δ is the current value of each disease indicator from prostate cancer patients. Besides, w means the weight value that set by weight adjusters W GP and W KP for different disease indicators.
C. REASONABLE WEIGHT EVALUATION AND ALLOCATION FOR DISEASE INDICATORS
Throughout the whole process of auxiliary diagnosis and risk management, the purpose of weight adjustment and allocation is to match each disease indicator with a reasonable weight. Based on physicians' diagnosis experience and data training results, machine-assisted system automatically triggers the weight adjusters W GP and W KP to allocate suitable weights to tumor markers so that a more effective curative proposal can be recommended to physicians or medical specialists.
As the above Eq. (5) shows, the fused medical information
To determine each disease indicator item for prostate cancer, an improved entropy assessment method [28] , [29] is employed to calculate weight of each disease indicator item. Firstly, we construct a disease indicator array TM as
Then, utilizing the legitimate data after the preprocessing, the weight measurement matrix W * TM can be expressed as Eq. (7), as shown at the top of the next page, where
, and δ (Pa m ,PSMA m ) denote the average contribution degree (average value) of TPSA, FPSA, RBC, Hb, PAP, and PSMA in the m − th patient Pa m during the whole diagnosis cycle, respectively. Additionally, m is the total number of the prostate cancer patients who have been diagnosed by machine-assisted system during the past ∂ years. Therefore, the solo contribution degree CD (Pa i ,TM (j)) of the j − th disease
indicator of the i − th patient can be computed by
To synthetically determine the impact of the i − th disease indicator on the m patients who have been diagnosed by intelligent medical system in the past ∂ years, we rigorously define E TM (j) as the total contribution degree of the j − th disease indicator of the m patients, and E TM (j) can be calculated by
Apparently, the range of E TM (j) is from 0 to 1. In general, when E TM (j) is relatively large, physiological indicators in patients are disordered and prostate cancer is at more serious stages. On the contrary, if the value of E TM (j) is small and stabilized, which implies the disease may be in a recovery period and patients' condition tends to be normal.
Consequently, the differences of contribution degrees between different clinical stages could be adopted to evaluate the weight of each disease indicator. To measure the impact of each disease indicator on the clinical staging of prostate cancer, we first define d TM (j) as the consistent contribution degree of each patient on the j − th disease indicator, which is expressed as d TM (j) = 1 − E TM (j) . On the basis of the evaluation and allocation of weight adjusters W GP and W KP , the weight value of the j − th disease indicator can be expressed as
where
PSMA is the total consistent contribution degree of six disease indicators of m patients during the past ∂ years. Sometimes, the weight value set by machine-assisted system for disease indicators may not be reliable enough. Consequently, based on physicians' diagnosis experience and medical information analysis, some subjective corrective parameters will be used to correct the weight of each disease indicator. According to mathematical theory, the determinate weight value W * TM (j) is strictly formalized as Eq. (11), as shown at the bottom of the next page, where λ TM (j) , λ TPSA , λ FPSA , λ RBC , λ Hb , λ PAP , and λ PSMA are defined as the manually amendment variables of TM (j), TPSA, FPSA, RBC, Hb, PAP and PSMA, respectively.
After comprehensively taking into consideration physicians' diagnosis settings and data training results, the system automatically and reasonably matches each disease indicator to its corresponding weight value. Furthermore, weight error analysis could be used to assess the impact of weight values on medical data decision-making of prostate cancer, thereby further correcting the weight of each disease indicator reasonably. Eventually, the weights w TPSA , w FPSA , w RBC , w Hb , w PAP , and w PSMA in Eq. (5) can be determined after automatical and artificial parameter tuning.
D. BIG MEDICAL DATA FUSION AND DECISION-MAKING FOR PROSTATE CANCER IN INTELLIGENT FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM
Low-grade prostate cancer commonly don't present any clinical symptoms, so most prostate cancer cases have already been in a high-grade once the disease is detected. It's quite likely that the data associated with tumor markers show a normal distribution [5] , [8] , [11] . Specifically, the vast majority of patients are in the stage III or IV of prostate cancer, while the number of patients in the stage I or II of the disease are relatively small. In addition, disease indicators are constantly changing during the whole diagnostic cycle, hence it may be inaccurate to determine the clinical stage of prostate cancer via the fixed value of tumor marker at a certain time. This also leads to a large deviation in auxiliary diagnosis decisionmaking for prostate cancer. Consequently, by analyzing the distribution of the statistics related to tumor markers and determining the relationship between clinical staging and disease indictors, fuzzy inference logic [26] , [27] could be applied to assess and validate the clinical stage of prostate cancer.
Derived from the mathematical theory of engineering control, fuzzy inference logic can demonstrate the vague clinical staging of prostate cancer by transforming piecewise functions into curves. In intelligent medical system, Mamdani fuzzy model [27] , a widely used technique in fuzzy inference logic, could be used as a medical data decision-making tool for prostate cancer in big data environment due to its extensive applicability [26] , [27] . In general, a Mamdani fuzzy inference model can be implemented using three interlocking components: Fuzzifier, Fuzzy Inference, and Defuzzifier. In the following sections, we will give a detailed description for the assessment and confirmation of clinical staging of prostate cancer.
1) DETERMINING MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS AND MEMBERSHIP DEGREES FOR DISEASE CORRELATIONS PC(T ) AND SC(T )
In the estimation process of clinical stage of prostate cancer, PC(t) and SC(t) are regarded as the fuzzy input of Mamdani fuzzy inference system (shown as Fig. 1 ). These two disease correlations are included into an array AD PCa (i). In addition, we simultaneously define MF PCa (i) as the domain of discourse for fuzzy sets (Low, Medium, and High), thus the related initialization definitions can be formalized as
corresponding to three levels of fuzzy sets (Low, Medium, and High) are membership degrees for disease correlations. In other words, each disease correlation corresponds three different levels of fuzzy sets, and each fuzzy set in the fuzzier component can be computed by its corresponding membership function. Consequently, it is necessary for us to define three reasonable membership functions for disease correlations in intelligent medical system. In general, there are many membership function paradigms in engineering control mathematics, such as orthogon, trapezoidal, triangular, or inverse [26] , [27] . Because of the normal distribution of the statistics related to disease indicators [5] , tripartite method [8] , [11] can be applied to define three different membership functions, which aims to clarify the random interval of disease indicators.
In the system, D Low (AD PCa (i)), D Medium (AD PCa (i)), D High (AD PCa (i)) respectively represent low, medium, and high correlations between clinical staging and disease indicators. According to the concept of the tripartite method, the geometric graph of the three membership functions is shown as Fig.(2) . Because patients in various clinical stages of prostate cancer may show different physiological indicators, each data training can determine a partition combination that consists of two different demarcation values (µ, η), where µ is the demarcation point between low and medium disease correlations and η represents the demarcation point between medium and high disease correlations. Then, the partition combination (µ, η) can be expressed as 
The probability of each disease indicator falling into a random interval within its corresponding fluctuation range is equal due to the independence between tumor markers. Moreover, if fuzzy inputs (disease correlations) gradually increase from normal to abnormal ranges, the corresponding changes in membership degrees may signify a stage transition of prostate cancer, which also reveals a benign or malignant development of the disease. Therefore, we assume that P µ (x) and P η (x) represent the probability density of the random variables µ and η, respectively. The distribution function of disease correlations can be shown as
Through rigorous mathematical manipulation, the above Eq.(17) can be transformed to a relatively simple form, which is expressed as
where (x) is a probability density function of the normal distribution for disease indicators and it can be calculated by
In the fuzzifier component, according to the membership function set by manual experience and data training, the system allocates three different membership degrees (Low, Medium, and High) for each disease correlation (PC(t) or SC(t)). After multiple data training and parameter adjustment, the critical and scale parameters can be tuned to the optimum values, which allows the random interval of disease indicators to clearly reflect the current clinical stage of prostate cancer.
2) FUZZY INFERENCE OF CLINICAL STAGING FOR PROSTATE CANCER BASED ON 'IF-THEN' RULES
In Mamdani fuzzy inference system, by defining membership functions and fuzzy sets, six different membership degrees are obtained from the primary and secondary disease correlations PC(t) and SC(t), and each of those degrees corresponds a membership subset (Low, Medium, or High). As shown in Table 1 , nine different fuzzy combinations could be generated from six different membership degrees in the system. According to 'If-Then' rules, each fuzzy combination between membership degrees D(PC(t)) and
D(SC(t)) is applied to comprehensively evaluate the clinical stage of prostate cancer. Therefore, various fuzzy combinations between membership degrees D(PC(t)) and D(SC(t))
roughly reflect different clinical stages of prostate cancer (shown as Fig.(1) ).
During machine-assisted diagnosis process, the primary correlation PC(t), defined by disease indicators PAP and PSMA, dominates the entire diagnostic cycle of prostate cancer. In contrast, the secondary correlation SC(t), including disease indicators TPSA, FPSA, RBC, and Hb, is just an auxiliary reference for the estimation of clinical staging of the disease. With the increase of membership degrees of disease correlations, patients' physiological indicators may be disordered and their condition is more deteriorated. Consequently, fuzzy output of the system is also a fuzzy set that belongs to a special domain of discourse OM PCa (x), which can be formulated as
Therefore, according to the transformation of fuzzy relation R PCa , the stage estimation process of prostate cancer in machine-assisted system is expressed as
If PC(t) is equal to A and SC(t) is E, then OM PCa (x) is equivalent to B. Because each disease indicator obtains different normal ranges in clinical characterization, the primary and secondary disease correlations belong to different domains of discourse in fuzzy inference system. To consider all of the pairing between PC(t) and SC(t), the fuzzy relation R PCa can be calculated by
stands for arranging A T ∧ E line by line as a vector. Through testing and training large amounts of data from patients, A and E become a vector including much information associated with disease indicators, hence the relationship between disease correlations and phase judgment is determined through fuzzy inference logic after data training and manual adjustment.
3) MAMDANI MINIMIZING OPERATION FOR THE EVALUATION AND VALIDATION OF STAGING OF PROSTATE CANCER
Ordinarily, the application of 'If-Then' rules just provides a preliminary and roughly stage judgment for prostate cancer. Consequently, the purpose of defuzzifier component is to convert the fuzzy phase judgment to a specific evaluation value. Traditional Mamdani minimizing operation [26] , [27] , a commonly used method in the defuzzifier component, consists of two specific steps: AND and OR operations. The purpose of OR operation is to magnify the impact of each disease correlation (PC(t) or SC(t)) on clinical staging of prostate cancer. In contract, the AND operation is aiming to minimize the fused impact of each disease indicator's maximum influence on clinical staging of prostate cancer.
To be specific, in the process of OR operation, the primary and secondary disease correlations respectively correspond three different membership degrees (Low, Medium, and High), each of which can be maximized to a shaded area that is constructed by graph and coordinate axes. This means six different maximum shadow areas could be generated in the system. Moreover, to organically combine the effects of multiple disease indicators, the AND operation executes the process of overlapping these six maximum shadow areas to obtain the final controlling result CR PCa for the validation of current clinical stage of prostate cancer.
In realistic disease diagnosis, there is no doubt that digital expression is the most accurate reference for the staging of prostate cancer. Therefore, in order to digitize the final controlling result, the centroid method can be adopted to gain phase estimation value of prostate cancer PEV PCa . Firstly, according to the formalized definition of theory of control mathematics, the whole fuzzy inference process for stage estimation of prostate cancer can be expressed as
Then, the final controlling result CR PCa of three membership functions for disease correlations can be calculated by Mamdani minimizing operation, and it is formalized as
where (m AD , n MF ) is the ordered pair set between disease correlations and membership functions. For example, if the overlap area of six different maximum shadow is shown as the pink area in Fig.(3) , then the final controlling result is evolved into the centroid of the pink area reasonable. The phase estimation value PEV PCa for prostate cancer, also called diagnostic parameter, can be computed by
where n and i respectively represent the total number and ordinal of the coordinates on the boundary of the pink area (overlap area) in Fig.(3) 
E. TREATMENT ADJUSTMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT FOR PROSTATE CANCER IN INTELLIGENT HOSPITAL SYSTEM
In theory, an accurate therapeutic schedule is particularly important for the treatment and rehabilitation of prostate cancer patients due to the high morbidity and mortality from the disease. Moreover, the underlying development trend of prostate cancer and the clinical manifestations from patients are two most uncontrollable risk factors over the whole diagnosis interval, hence only a timely adjustment to treatment recommendations can effectively prevent the deterioration of the disease. As shown in Fig.(1) , after the normal value of β has been determined by machine-assisted system, the process of treatment adjustment and risk management will be performed via the iterative calculation of Mamdani minimizing operation, which can be demonstrated as follows:
If F PCa (t + 1) > F PCa (t) > β existed, it is a sign that the condition in patients is getting worse and the drugs for them may be noneffective, thus physicians must immediately change their treatment scheme so that the disease is under control.
If F PCa (t) > F PCa (t + 1) > β existed, this demonstrates that the condition of patients takes a favorable turn and the deterministic treatment method is beneficial to their recovery, so physicians may keep the original treatment method or adopt a better curative strategy.
If F PCa (t) > β > F PCa (t + 1) existed, which means that prostate cancer patients show a signal of gradual recovery, therefore physicians may provide them with some precautionary measures or controller medications.
On the whole, the purpose of treatment adjustment and risk management is to monitor prostate cancer in real time and simultaneously provide the most effective treatment method for prostate cancer patients as fully as possible.
F. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
For the sake of the readability of medical data decisionmaking in intelligent medical system, we rigorously establish detailed pseudocode to explain the extensibility and applicability of the algorithm. To be specific, in the progress of information entropy method, each disease indicator can be assigned an appropriate weight value through n times of iterative data training, therefore the time complexity of the process of weight adjustment is O(n). Furthermore, according to the fuzzy inference logic, three different levels of fuzzy sets can be allocated to each disease indicator, and the system accurately gives a phase estimation value for prostate cancer, if (doctor.set(λ j )) then 8:
else 10: w TM (j) = w TM (j) ; 11: end if 12: end for 13: for (each item i of disease indicators) do 14 :
Defining function E µ,η (AD PCa (i)); 16: Computing different membership degrees; 17: end for 18: F PCa (t) = FIL(AD PCa (i)); 19: Giving the clinical stage of prostate cancer based on ''IfThen'' rules; 20: for (each minimizing operation t in the whole diagnostic interval) do 21: if (F PCa (t + 1) > F PCa (t) > β) then 22: Adjusting or keeping treatment proposals; 23 :
Adopting more effective curative schemes; 25: else(F PCa (t) > β > F PCa (t + 1)) 26: Giving some controller medications; 27: end if 28: end for 29: Output F PCa (t), f (x), curative recommendations; 30: End so the time complexity of fuzzy inference logic is O(n). Ultimately, the time complexity of the process of treatment adjustment and risk management is the number of diagnostic intervals O(i). As a consequence, the overall time complexity of medical data decision-making in intelligent medical system can be computed by O(n + n + i) = O(n).
IV. EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE A. DATA ACQUISITION, CLASSIFICATION, AND PREPROCESSING
In our works, medical hospitalization information used in this experiment is collected from three first-class hospitals in China: Xiangya Hospital, the second Xiangya Hospital, and the third Xiangya Hospital. Information recording center collects, classifies, preprocesses, and integrates various categories of medical data associated with prostate cancer based on different systems of the three hospitals. These statistics mainly reflect the curative effect of therapeutic selection and the changes in patients' physiological indicators over the whole diagnosis cycle. In addition, Table 2 exhibits the start and finish time of data acquisition from various systems of the three hospitals.
As shown in Table 3 , large amounts of medical data associated with prostate cancer from 2011 to 2015 are strictly recorded, preprocessed, and classified by different systems in the three hospitals. Moreover, in order to ensure the accuracy and rationality of the experiment, we extract 23658 items of structured and recognizable medical information from more than 8000 patients who had been diagnose as prostate cancer in the three hospitals since 2011.
B. SETTING OF EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES
In accordance with the standard of clinical medicine, the normal range of each disease indicator is rigorously demonstrated in Table 4 . In this experiment, 80% of 23658 items of structured and recognizable medical information is used as training set, while the remaining data is regard as test set for medical data analysis and decision-making. After data training and manual debugging, the scale and critical parameters of membership functions in machine-assisted system will be legitimately formalized as d 1 = 0.3, d 2 = 0.7, and σ 2 1 = σ 2 2 = 0.1. Moreover, during the process of data training, the weight of each disease indicator is automatically evaluated and adjusted by machine-assisted system on the basis of physicians' diagnosis experience. Furthermore, the detailed weight distribution for disease indicators is shown as Fig. 4 , in which key parameters (PAP and PSMA) are the most important reference in auxiliary diagnosis and general parameters (TPSA, FPSA, Hb, and RBC) are of secondary importance in medical data decision-making for prostate cancer. At various clinical stages of prostate cancer, each tumor maker may show different reference value for the detection, diagnosis, and prognosis of the disease. Therefore, these parameters need to be optimized continuously so that machine-assisted system could put forward more therapeutic proposals.
To accurately identify patients' condition, the system has made a specific digital division for four clinical stages of prostate cancer. As shown in Table 5 , fluctuations of phase estimation value (PEV PCa ) in different intervals may reveal different clinical stages of prostate cancer. Furthermore, the increase of PEV PCa very likely imply the deterioration of prostate cancer.
C. MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING FOR PROSTATE CANCER IN BIG DATA ENVIRONMENT
As shown in Fig. 5 , between 2011 and 2015, the average performance of TPSA slowly increased from 18.63 to 20.17 ng/ml and it reached the maximum value of 45.2 ng/ml in 2013, which demonstrates that prostate cancer cases' condition has been controlled effectively during the last 5 years. However, because the normal range of TPSA is between 0 and 4 ng/ml, those cases, who had been diagnosed with prostate cancer in the three hospitals in the last 5 years, were still in a state of physiologic derangement. In theory, it's more than likely that people with a value of TPSA above 10 ng/ml will suffer from prostate cancer. Besides, patients definitely have developed prostate cancer when the average performance of TSPA exceeds 50 ng/ml. On the whole, a tendency to first rise and then fall in the trend line suggests that these cases had made a gradual recovery from physicians' treatment decisions during the last 5 years.
Additionally, the performance of FPSA/TPSA is another significant basis for the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of prostate cancer in clinical medicine. The normal range of FPSA/TPSA is theoretically equal to or greater than 0.25. The morbidity rate of prostate cancer must be above 56% when the average performance of FPSA/TPSA is below 0.1. In this experiment, the average performance of FPSA/TPSA from prostate cancer cases in the three hospitals between 2011 and 2015 is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . According to the statistical medical data between 2011 and 2014, we can see that the average performance of FPSA/TPSA dramatically declined from 0.22 to 0.05, which obviously reveals that most prostate cancer cases' condition was constantly deteriorating. Moreover, these structured medical data further illustrate that most cases diagnosed by the three hospitals in the last 5 years were in the clinical stages III or IV of prostate cancer (middle or terminal stage). Fortunately, state of health of these prostate cancer cases began to gradually improve from 2014 to 2015, mostly because physicians had taken some therapeutic measures for them, such as drug treatment, excision, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, etc.
As the most important guide to the detection, diagnosis, and prognosis of prostate cancer, key paraments (PSMA and PAP) should be analyzed and assessed throughout the whole diagnosis cycle so that machine-assisted system could accurately make therapeutic decisions. In addition, the concept of clinical medicine indicates that the normal ranges of PSMA and PAP are below 4 and 3.5 ng/ml, respectively. Fig. 7 reflects the average performance of key parameters from prostate cancer cases in the three hospitals between 2011 and 2015. Overall, there is been a tendency to first rapidly rise and then slowly fall in the statistical data related to key paraments in the last 5 years. Moreover, it should be noted that PAP and PSMA reached the maximum values of 56.2 and 33.78 ng/ml in 2014, respectively. This demonstrates that symptoms in most cases were still getting worse from 2011 to 2014, and they had begun to recover gradually since 2014. From the perspective of medical data decisionmaking, physicians may develop more effective therapeutic methods to control patients' condition after consultation of specialists.
So far, what exactly causes prostate cancer is unknown, but several risk factors for the disease have been identified. In fact, saturated fatty acid and genetic inheritance have been regarded as the two main inducements of the symptoms of prostate cancer. Specifically, men who have a family history of prostate cancer will have a higher risk of developing the disease, and about 10% of prostate cancer patients have a family history. Additionally, it appears that a diet rich in red meats and dairy products, as well as high in calcium, may be related to an increased risk of prostate cancer.
By mining and extracting data associated with dietaryhabit and genetic inheritance from 23658 items of medical information, we have explored the impact of these two risk factors on medical data decision-making of prostate cancer. As shown in Fig. 8 , the risk coefficient (average diagnostic parameter) from the prostate cancer cases without genetic inheritance is initialized to 1. Besides, the average dangerous coefficient from the prostate cancer cases with genetic inheritance is approximately 6 times that from those cases without genetic inheritance. In another Fig. 9 , from 2011 to 2015, the average diagnostic parameter from the prostate cancer cases without a high-fat diet declined from 52.66 to 64.29, while that from those cases with a high-fat diet constantly went up from 77.81 to 176.32. Overall, the ratio of average diagnostic parameter between the cases with a high-fat diet and those without a high-fat diet slowly rose from 1.477 to 2.743 during the last 5 years. Consequently, physicians could develop some precautionary measures for males with family history of prostate cancer, and prostate cancer cases with a high-fat diet must reasonably reduce their daily intake of fat.
The purpose of the staging of prostate cancer is to describe how serious the cancer is and how far cancer cells have spread in the body. Therefore knowing whether a prostate cancer is at stage I, II, III, or IV is significant in making the best choices about treatment. According to the digital staging for prostate cancer in Table 4 , Fig. 10 exhibits the average diagnostic parameter PEV PCa associated with the stage of the disease from the prostate cancer cases in the three hospitals during the last 5 years. Increasing by nearly 2.1 times from 2011 to 2015, the average PEV PCa in one year had gradually rose from 67.29 to 139.44, and the overall average PEV PCa in the last 5 years had reached approximately 100, which reveals that most cases' prostate cancer were in intermittent-grade or high-grade (at stage III or IV). Additionally, the 23658 items of medical information show that most of the 8000 cases from the three hospitals had already developed middle or terminal prostate cancer when the cancer was detected, which is almost consistent with the testing results in machine-assisted system.
The curative options for prostate cancer are based on many factors, including the aggressiveness of the tumor, age and general health, the stage of the disease, patients' preferences, etc. The curative recommendations for prostate cancer from machine-assisted system mainly relies on the clinical stage of the disease that is determined by the system. Fig. 11 reveals treatment recommendations and risk management for prostate cancer in different diagnosis intervals. From the diagnosis intervals 1 to 3, most of the 8000 cases had been in the stage III or IV of prostate cancer when the disease were just detected, hence chemotherapy could be the main curative recommendations from the system. After that, from the diagnosis intervals 4 to 8, the cyclic assessment of the staging of prostate cancer shows that average diagnostic parameter continuously declined from 179.88 to 125.29, thus many alternative therapies are recommended to physicians during this diagnostic period, mainly including orchidectomy, endocrinotherapy, radiotherapy, or prostatectomy. As the improvement of prostate cancer cases' symptoms, machine-assisted system will give preference to active surveillance and drug treatment during the diagnostic intervals 9 and 10.
On the whole, most of the 8000 cancer cases in the three hospitals during the last 5 years had improved significantly with physicians' therapies. Unlike many cancers, terminal prostate cancer can often be controlled for a long period of time with appropriate treatments. Consequently, it's quite likely that physicians will make a more accurate treatment decision by comprehensive considering their own diagnostic experience and a curative recommendation from intelligent medical system, which could effectively enhances the survival rate of prostate cancer patients.
In this experiment, it is worth mentioning that diagnostic accuracy is rigorously defined as the probability that patients are diagnosed with prostate cancer in their first detection. As shown in Fig. 12 , with the number of cases continuously increases from 200 to 8000, the diagnostic accuracy from physicians kept going down from 97% to 81%, while that from machine-assisted system gradually rose from 61% to 87%. In particular, when the size of total samples reaches 8000, the diagnostic accuracy from machine-assisted system exceeds that from physicians for the first time. In addition, the diagnostic accuracy from machine-assisted system has increased by about 42.6% when expanding the size of data samples from 200 to 8000.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, to address the severe contradiction between large population and scarce medical resources in most developing countries, we propose a medical data decision-making model exploiting fuzzy inference logic for prostate cancer in big medical data environment. Although the great enhancement of diagnostic accuracy from intelligent medical system could be benefit for multimodal medical data fusion and decision-making of prostate cancer, the system is just an auxiliary diagnosis tool for the detection, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of the disease. The system cannot replace physicians in choosing the final curative options for patients due to the high mortality and morbidity from malignant tumor. However, intelligent medical system, as an applied technology that is dedicated to adjuvant therapy, still could partly enhance the diagnosis efficiency and accuracy of medical staff in developing countries.
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